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Case B2C
Task: recreate social media accounts for non-profit org. 
Purpose: raise engagement and attract funds only with

organic promotion.
Lack of common
theme
Long texts without
call-to-action
No reels

Shared 5-8 posts per
week
Common design in all
social media
Collaboration to share
audiences and increase
loyalty

Before

After

Key numerical outcomes:

Follower Growth: 330% follower
growth both in Instagram and
Facebook

1.

 Monthly engagement - up to
150%

2.

Post engagement monthly - 18K+
views

3.

Post reach monthly - 40K+ 4.



Case B2B
Project:
Create ads campaign to promote international brand ang attract qualified leads. 
Process:
As the sole manager, I handled everything from idea generation to audience
analysis, content creation, graphic and video design, and precise targeting
settings. 

Key numerical outcomes:
Follower Growth: Our LinkedIn page experienced a remarkable 215% increase
in followers, indicating our success in engaging our target audience
effectively.

1.

 Content Reach: Our posts and content received a 78% boost in impressions,
showcasing our ability to connect with our desired audience.

2.

3. CTR Improvement: Our ads and content achieved a 45% increase in click-
through rates, surpassing industry standards and driving higher website
traffic.
4. Lead Generation: We secured a 64% increase in leads.
5. Conversion Rate: Our campaign delivered a 30% improvement, reflecting
the high quality of leads generated.
6. Cost Efficiency: We reduced our cost per acquisition (CPA) by 15%. 
7. Engagement: User engagement skyrocketed with a 50% increase in
comments, shares, and likes on our posts, highlighting the positive response
to our content.



Email Campaigns & Lead
Generation

AI Lead Generation
Data Base Creation (with selected target audience)
Email cold outreach 
Automatized lead connection



Task: recreate website of the
international manufacturer

Lack of images

Too much text, that
are not relevant for
the customer

No SEO

Added videos,
images, animations

Structured text and
offers

SEO, articles, cross
promotions

Before AfterCase B2B 
Website maintenance



B2B ROI & Forecasts



WEBSITE

Graphic design (posts, logo, brandbook)
Video design (TikTok, Reels)
Web design
Brochure and newspaper design
Email campaign

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Services
DESIGN

Website (Tilda, WIX) building and maintenance 
SEO 
Crowd marketing (competitors analysis, lookalike
audience)
Targeting promotion (Google Ads, Facebook & Instagram
Ads)

PR publications (research, budgeting, analysis)
Content writing
Posts for various platforms 
Press & Post Releases 

Craft engaging content, including visuals, videos,
and copywriting, aligned with brand identity.
Manage and curate content calendars.
Monitor social media channels, engage with the
audience, and foster a strong community.
Analyze performance metrics, derive insights, and
optimize strategies for maximum impact.

LINKEDIN

B2B/B2C BRANDING

LEAD GENERATION

Business development 
Presentations, brochures
Marketing and Sales Funnel
Product launch

AI Lead Generation
Data Base Creation (with selected target audience)
Email cold outreach 
Automatized lead connection



Design Examples
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